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Research In Baryon Number Violation At The 
Superconducting Supercollider 

M. Mattis*, N. Dorey (Swansea College), R. Silbar, and 
J. Hughes (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory) 

Abstract 
This is the final report of a three-year, Laboratory-Directed Research and 
Development (LDRD) project at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). 
One of the most startling events imaginable at a future high-energy collider 
would be the observation of baryon (B) and lepton (L) number violation. It is 
surprising that this possibility is not a priuri ruled out by our current theoretical 
understanding of the Standard Model of electroweak forces--despite the best 
efforts of leading theorists over the last two and one half years. In fact, initial 
semi-classical calculations using instantons have suggested that, at 
supercollider-range energies, B- and L-violating processes might occur at an 
observable rate. Our project has consisted of a theoretical exploration of the 
possibility of observing B and L violation at future very-high-energy colliders. 
The techniques developed for addressing this problem should impact more 
generally on our understanding of weakly-coupled field theories in the non- 
perturbative regime where both energies and multiplicities are very large. We 
have made significant progress in our theoretical understanding of anomalous 
electroweak processes that might be seen at the next generation of 
supercolliders. With the official cancellation of the Superconducting 
Supercollider, we have worked to reapply many of these ideas--with great 
success to date--to the realm of the strong interactions, using Skyrmion 
methods. 

1. Background and Research Objectives 

It has long been known that baryon and lepton number (€3 and L) are not exactly 
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conserved in the Standard Model, but are broken nonperturbatively by chiral anomalies. An 
important consequence of this fact, which has only recently gained acceptance by theorists, is 
that at sufficiently high temperatures, &T greater than about 300 GeV, B- and L-violating 
processes are unsuppressed. Recently it has been argued by Ringwald, Espinosa, and others 
that similar processes ought to take place at an observable rate at high energies. A typical event 
would be 

q + q + 7 q  + 31 +nwW + nzZ + nHH (1) 

where q and 1 stand for quarks and leptons, and nw nz and nH are the numbers of W, Z, and 

Higgs bosons created. 

inclusive B-violating cross section G - exp(-4 Waw) with a w  = g22/4n - 0.03. This is the 
typical exponential suppression associated with instanton-mediated tunneling (instantons being 
the field-theoretic generalization of the familiar semiclassical WKB approximation in quantum 
mechanics). But at high energies, <~w.z.H> are enormous, of order Waw, and the 
tunneling suppression is potentially compensated by the exponentially large phase space 
available for producing so many low-energy ("soft") bosons, leaving an unsuppressed net 
result for 0. More concretely, one can show 

At low energies, the dominant boson multiplicities < n ~ . z + ~ >  are small, and the 

So the characteristic energy at which the tunneling suppression might be overcome is the 
sphaleron scale Esphal- nMw/ aw - 10 TeV, the typical scale for nonperturbative physics in 
electroweak theory. 

Unfortunately, the naive instanton calculation breaks down long before the energy 
approaches the interesting range of the sphaleron. Subsequently, much progress has been 
made towards classifying the corrections needed. The important corrections are presently 
understood to fall into three major categories: final-state corrections, initial state corrections, 
and mu1 ti-ins tan ton corrections. 

We have applied various lessons learned (in the above-described study of anomalous 
electroweak processes) to the ostensibly very different realm of hadrons. How do the above 
ideas tie into the realm of hadron physics? Essentially, the key idea above is the use of 
extended topological configurations that come from solving a classical equation, to construct 
quantum n-particle Green's functions. In the above-described electroweak case, the 
configuration in question is the instanton. In hadron physics, most usefully, it is a particular 
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type of soliton known as a skyrmion, in which the nucleon and A are viewed as a soliton in the 
field of the pion, as described by a nonlinear sigma model. This realization has allowed us to 
calculate for the first time, from first principles, the leading-order width of the A (as mentioned 
above). Furthermore, the same set of corrections that I have elucidated in the instanton case 
can be analyzed order by order in the hadron case as well. Many of the technical theoretical 
questions (e.g., proving independence of the final answer from the choice of Faddeev-Popov 
constraints) admit parallel solutions in both cases. Furthermore, the loop or h-bar expansion in 
the instanton case, is tied to the INc expansion in the skyrmion case, as the fields in the 
nonlinear sigma model can be resealed in order to pull I / N c  out in front of the action. 

an approximate "bosonization" of QCD (in the language of 1+1 dimensional field theory). 
Whereas the quark picture is useful at high momentum transfer, skyrmion physics is typically 
much more predictive in the opposite kinematic regime. 

The Skyrme model can be viewed as complementary to the quark model, and as such is 

2 .  Importance to LANL's Science and Technology Base and National R&D 
Needs 

This work has furthered the Laboratory's commitment to forefront theoretical research. 
In particular, it has contributed directly to our understanding of the phenomenology of the 
Standard Model, and has direct observable experimental consequences. This work is directly 
relevant to the Lab's desire to play a major role in the design, planning and constmction of any 
future high-energy accelerator and its major detectors. (For instance, Laboratory scientists 
have played a particularly visible role in the GEM detector collaboration.) A strong theoretical 
effort into the understanding of collider-related phenomena should be an important component 
of the mutually beneficial link between LANL and other national labs. In particular, should B violation 1 
nd design of said collider would need to be seriously rethought. In addition, the work relates 
to many experimental programs involving hadron physics, in particular DOES Colliding 
Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF). Closer to home, this work has strengthened 
LANLs science and technology base. Specifically, the study of anomalous B and L violation 
has been one of the strengths of the Laboratory's theoretical effort in elementary particle 
physics. 
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3. Scientific Approach and Results 

We have made significant progress on the following fronts: 

High-energy B violation: is it even semiclassical? 
If there is a hope of calculating the leading exponential behavior of the B-violating 

cross section CJ, then semiclassical techniques are almost certainly required. Which is why 
Mueller's findings [l] that loop graphs in instanton backgrounds are surprisingly large was 
dismaying: loops, unlike trees, cannot be accommodated semiclassically. But recently, 
McLerran, Yaffe and Mattis have argued that Mueller's loops-looked at the right w a y - x n  be 
summed using tree graphs alone. Independent confirmation of the semiclassical nature of the 
initial state has come in recent preprints by Mueller and by Rubakov and Tinyakov. 

What is the size and shape of the relevant distorted instanton? 
It appears that the appropriate semiclassical objects mediating high-energy (rather than 

high-temperature) anomalous scattering are indeed instantons, and not, say, sphalerons. But 
the instantons are distorted due to the backreaction of the 0 ( I /@ soft gauge and Higgs bosons 
typically produced in the final state. Dorey and Mattis have analyzed the space of distorted 
instantons, and looking for "bifurcations" in which, above some critical energy, the number of 
unstable modes increases by one. The existence of such a bifurcation would almost surely 
mean that G can never grow observably large, but always remains exponentially suppressed. 
Recently, Grandy and Mattis have conclusively demonstrated the existence of such a 
bifurcation in a "toy" model of electroweak theory, the 2d 0 (3) a model. In this model, CJ 
only loses around 10 of its exponential suppression prior to the bifurcation. The parameter 
space we explored appears to correspond to the heavy-Eggs regime of electroweak theory, 
MHiggs > MW. 

What is the role of multi-instantons? 

that above a certain critical energy, the dilute instanton gas approximation breaks down, and the 
B-violating ground state becomes a dense multi-instanton "liquid" as in QCD, with the 
important caveat that anomalous electroweak processes (unlike QCD) are always suppressed at 
zero temperature [2]. This scenario has attracted much attention lately. Dorey and Mattis have 
looked critically at these proposals, and in the context of one toy model, have come to the 
opposite conclusions: multi-instanton effects are always down by many orders of magnitude. 

Recently, Zakharov and independently Maggiore and Shifman (ZMS) have proposed 
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However, in the context of another toy model (again the 0 (3) a model), Dorey, in a 
remarkable calculation, has confirmed the Zakharov-Maggiore-Shfman scenario [3]. 
Therefore, the importance of multi-instantons appears to be highly model-dependent, and 
remains an open question. 

Can instunton technology be applied to solitons? 
With the demise of the Superconducting Supercollider (SSC) project. OUT work turned 

to thinking about the strong, rather than the electroweak, interactions. The major concepts 
from the work on the semiclassical aspects of electroweak baryon number violation at the SSC 
find immediate, and important, application to strong interaction physics. To be more concrete: 
Dorey, Hughes, Silbar and Mattis have looked at the related topic of soliton dynamics 
("skyrmions" ) in the strong interactions. Adapting many of the same collective coordinate 
techniques from instanton theory, we have been able to systematize the I N, expansion in the 
Skyrme model (N, being the number of colors). Interestingly, questions of constraint 
independence which Mattis explored in the instanton case in several recent publications turn out 
to be crucial to a correct calculation of A + nNin the Skyrme model. Pleasingly, a fiist- 
principles calculation of the width of the A has yielded 114 MeV, compared with 1 15 +/- 5 
MeV experimentally. This recent research direction is a natural outgrowth, and spinoff, from 
the earlier SSC work. 

The various techniques of perturbation theory about the instanton have been 
successfully applied to the realm of skyrmion physics in other ways as well. Particular 
methodologies employed that exploit these parallels are: (1) the I / N ,  expansion, (2) the use of 
extended (semi)classical objects to construct quantum Green's functions, (3) the 
systematization of the study of corrections to the leading semiclassical results, (4) the order by 
order establishment of constraint independence, and (5) the reformulation of collective 
coordinate quantization. The expected results are a highly predictive phenomenology of low- 
energy hadron processes. 
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